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Oliva signs up for free trial on the 
CATQR Organiser sign-in page

Olivia registers for a  
CAT QR Organiser account1
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1 Olivia registers for a  
CAT QR Organiser account
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Olivia receives an instant email with the 
details she submitted and clicks on the 
activation link to confirm her email address
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CAT QR Team receives and approves 
Olivia’s request for a CAT QR Organiser 
account; Olivia receives an instant email 
confirming that her account has been 
approved and she can now use her CAT 
QR Organiser account

 

1 Olivia registers for a  
CAT QR Organiser account 
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Olivia signs in with her registered Email 
address and Password on the Organiser 
sign-in page on www.catqr.com 
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1 Olivia registers for a  
CAT QR Organiser account
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Olivia has signed into her CAT QR 
Organiser account and can see the 
Class List screen
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Olivia creates a  
class CAT QR Code2
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Olivia clicks the “Create Class” 
button, then enters her class Title, 
Date, Start Time and End Time

 

b

“Enable Dynamic Class QR Code” (checkbox ticked 
by default) the class CAT QR Code changes every few 
seconds to prevent cheating so that only a student in 
the class will be able to register their attendance.

“Attendee can scan multiple times” (checkbox not 
ticked by default) the student can scan into the class 
more than once. This is not required for most classes.

 

2 Olivia creates a  
class CAT QR Code
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Olivia clicks the “Save” button 
and can see her ‘Fire Safety’ class 
in the Class List
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2 Olivia creates a  
class CAT QR Code
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Olivia clicks on the “View Class 
Attendees” button and is now ready to 
monitor student attendance in real-time
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2 Olivia creates a  
class CAT QR Code
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2 Olivia creates a  
class CAT QR Code

Important Note regarding the “Add 
Attendee” button on the Class 
Details screen

As a CAT QR Organiser, you can also add 
students manually to the class by going 
to the Class List screen choosing the 
appropriate class and clicking the [Add 
Attendee] button, then entering and 
submitting the student’s email address.

The “Add Attendee” function may be 
necessary for you to use if the students 
have not yet managed to create an 
account on their CAT QR mobile app or 
signed into their CAT QR mobile app.
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Olivia receives an instant email 
confirming her class details with a link 
to her ‘Fire Safety’ class CAT QR Code
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Olivia shares the class CAT 
QR Code with her students3
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Olivia clicks on the link to generate 
the ‘Fire Safety’ class CAT QR Code 
on a new internet browser page so 
that her students can it using their 
CATQR mobile app

 

3 Olivia shares the class CAT 
QR Code with her students
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Olivia can see in real-time 
the exact date and time that 
her students scanned her ‘Fire 
Safety’ class CAT QR Code

Olivia monitors student 
attendance in real-time

 

c
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Olivia can click the “Export to 
Excel” button to export an Excel 
spreadsheet showing all her 
students that scanned her ‘Fire 
Safety’ class CAT QR Code
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d

Olivia monitors student 
attendance in real-time
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Olivia clicks on the “Attendee” 
screen to see all her students 
that have scanned any of her 
class CAT QR codes
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Olivia monitors student 
attendance in real-time
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Olivia can click the “Export 
to Excel” button to export an 
Excel spreadsheet showing all 
her students
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Olivia monitors student 
attendance in real-time



 

4 Olivia monitors student 
attendance in real-time
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Important Note regarding the “Activate 
Attendee” button on the Attendee List screen

The CATQR system immediately sends the student their CATQR 
account registration email when the student creates an account on 
their CATQR mobile app. However, if the student does not receive 
their CATQR account registration email, then the student cannot 
confirm their email address and the CATQR mobile app won’t let 
them sign in; This is because we can’t verify the student’s correct 
email address.

Students may not receive their CATQR account registration for 
several reasons; The student’s email system provider (employer, 
university, gmail, outlook, yahoo etc.) is not delivering their CATQR 
account registration email in a timely manner due to problems 
with their email system; The CATQR account registration email 
could be in their junk / spam; or perhaps the student entered 
an incorrect email address when they registered on their CATQR 
mobile app.

In any event, please ensure that your students do NOT contact 
CATQR as we are a small company and don’t have the resources or 
get paid to support your students (we have tens of thousands of 
users around the world). It is your sole responsibility as the CAT 
QR Organiser to support your students. We will support you as the 
CAT QR Organiser as per the Terms of your paid subscription.

As a CAT QR Organiser you can activate your student’s CAT 
QR account by going to the Attendee List screen > [Activate 
Attendee] button, then entering and submitting the student’s 
email address.
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Olivia clicks on ‘Alex Attendee’ to see all of 
Alex’s class attendance records

 

4 Olivia monitors student 
attendance in real-time
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4 Olivia monitors student 
attendance in real-time
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Olivia can click the “Export to Excel” button 
to export an Excel spreadsheet showing all of 
Alex’s class attendance records
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4 Olivia monitors student 
attendance in real-time
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Olivia clicks on the “Report” screen to see all 
attendance records for any time period

Olivia can click the “Export to Excel” button 
to export an Excel spreadsheet showing all 
attendance records for any time period
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Olivia can see Attendees 
Optional User Text5

Attendees can store Optional 
User Text in the CATQR mobile 
app Settings My QR Code

 

a
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5 Olivia can see Attendees 
Optional User Text

If the Attendee has added 
Optional User Text such as their 
Unique Identifier e.g. Employee 
or Student Number then this is 
visible to the Organiser

 

b
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